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Abstract—Ultrasonic sensors are common sensors to use
in proximity sensing and distance measurement applications.
With the advent of Internet of Things (IoT), many new
application possibilities have opened, especially concerning
IoT devices, that form integral parts of larger and more
complex solutions, such as smart cities or smart control
systems. Because of that, there are many sensors specifically
tailored to a narrow range of applications. The sensors vary
widely in terms of maximum distance, accuracy, robustness, and price. We discuss the basic theory and operating
principles of ultrasonic sensors and compare them to other
alternative solutions for certain specific applications. Several
different applications, with a focus on smart cities, are
discussed. Further, we show that ultrasonic sensors can be
used on both low-end microcontroller-based devices as well
as powerful single board computers, according to target
application requirements. A general IoT-based smart city
system structure is briefly discussed.
Keywords—IoT, distance measurement, ultrasonic sensors,
smart cities

I. INTRODUCTION
As IoT technologies developed and matured, we have
been witnessing a steady rise in the popularity of smart
devices, cars, houses, cities as well as many other IoT applications. Often simple, sensors provide data on location,
weight, humidity, distance, pollution, and other basic measurable data. The sensors are connected over a network and
communicate with other devices or with a central control
center. IoT can find its use in almost every aspect of life,
like engineering, architecture, or medicine, depending on
the needs of end-users. One of the commonly used sensors
in IoT is ultrasonic sensors. They are also often used out
of the IoT context, for instance in the automotive industry
- car parking sensors use ultrasonic distance measurement
technology as a driving aid. However, in this paper, we will
focus on the IoT application possibilities. By measuring
distance, ultrasonic sensors can be used for measuring
levels of liquids in containers, motion detection in security
applications, object proximity detection or counting, general use in robotics for various measurements, and many
other applications.
Kamolov and Park in [1] described the usage of ultrasonic sensors in marine technology. A set of sensors is
to be used to facilitate ship/boat berthing. It is a delicate
operation and a system based on communication between a
smart port and smart vessels can assist in the procedure. A
port should be fitted with ultrasonic sensors on ship berths,
while a vessel should transmit the details about itself and
the payload. The system then categorizes the data received
from a set of sensors and directs the vessel to an optimal
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berth, considering location, cargo type, quantity, and other
criteria.
In [2], Fernandes et al. proposed the usage of ultrasonic sensors to measure wind speed. There are three
types of anemometers: mechanical, thermal, and ultrasonic
anemometers. Ultrasonic anemometers have many advantages – they have no rotating mechanical parts, no speed
range limitations, wide measurement range, high accuracy,
and low-cost [3]. Out of several methods to measure wind
speed using ultrasonic sensors, the authors used the time
difference method.
Ultrasonic sensors can also be used in assistive technologies. For instance, Dey et al [4] proposed a smart stick
solution for blind persons. They utilize a combination of
an ultrasonic sensor and a buzzer to warn the stick user of
an upcoming obstacle. Furthermore, they expand on this
basic usage and discuss the potential of incorporating the
GPS navigation feature that could make voice directions
and enhance obstacle detection along the routes.
In many areas, floods still have the potential to cause
major damage. An early flood warning system has been
proposed in [5]. Instead of manually checking water levels,
the authors suggest the implementation of a continuous
monitoring system based on ultrasonic sensors. Accurate
and real-time data provide response services with a muchneeded head start and allow for a timely response.
Common applications within smart cities are often related to traffic management. Soundra et al. [6] explored
traffic congestion in big cities and proposed the use of
ultrasonic sensors connected to the Internet via microcontrollers as an alternative to inductive loops, which
have greater maintenance costs. Kianpisheh et al. in [7]
proposed a smart parking system that would feature vacant
parking space detection, detection of improper parking,
display of available parking spaces, and directional indicators toward vacant parking spaces, payment facilities,
and different types of parking spaces.
To increase energy efficiency and lower utility bills,
Carvalho et al. [8] proposed the usage of ultrasonic
people counter to provide information for enclosed spaces
management, like air conditioning regulation or people
management. In [9], a combination of a low-end microcontroller ATMega 328 and a basic ultrasonic sensor HCSR04 was used to monitor the water level in a soft water
tank. If needed, an alarm is sent to the operator, or water
pumps are activated to help normalize tank levels.
In this paper, we will discuss the usage of ultrasonic
sensors in common applications within smart city struc-
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where v is the speed of sound, while t is the time
elapsed between the ultrasonic wave emitting and the
reflections getting detected.

tures.
II. P ROXIMITY D ETECTION AND D ISTANCE
M EASUREMENT
Proximity detection and distance measurement are similar applications. Proximity is the state of being proximate
- very near. A proximity sensor is a sensor that can
detect the presence of nearby objects without any physical
contact [10]. In proximity detection, the actual distance
to an object is usually not relevant and sensors/systems
can have binary readings: an object is present or it is not
present. In distance measurement, the actual distance to
an object is measured and readings must satisfy specified
measurement accuracy and resolution. Most proximity
sensors can, usually, also be used as distance sensors
and vice versa. There are multiple types of distance and
proximity sensors, but only the most often used ones in
IoT will be discussed here.
One of the cheapest and easiest to use are ultrasonic
sensors. They are based on the principle of measuring
the propagation time of ultrasonic waves. This principle
ensures reliable detection that is independent of the color
rendering of objects or the design and type of their surface
[11]. Another type of distance sensor is the infrared sensor
(IR). IR sensors operate on the principle of emitting a
beam of infrared light and measuring the intensity of
the reflected light rays. While being cheaper and faster
in response time, they have non-linear characteristics
because they depend on the reflective properties of the
object surface [12]. In the case that we cannot be sure
of the said properties, measurements could be distorted.
Somewhat similar to IR sensors are Light Detection and
Ranging (LIDAR) sensors. LIDAR is also known as an
optical radar, as it uses the same basic techniques, but
instead of radio waves, it utilizes pulsed laser beams. The
basic observation is comprised of an evaluation of the
received signal power as a function of distance or distance
as a function of the speed of light and time of flight
[13]. Common usages of LIDAR include environmental
monitoring, robotics imaging, and distance measurement.
Although it is more accurate and has a longer range than
previously mentioned sensors, it is also significantly more
expensive and is harmful to unprotected eyes, making its
usage constrained to more demanding applications with
stricter measurement requirements.

Fig. 1: Ultrasonic wave propagation and reflection
Although the distance calculation is straightforward, the
reliability can be affected by several factors. One is the
angle between a sensor and the remote object’s surface.
Angles between 45° and 90° are acceptable, with angles
closer to 90° providing safer readings. If an angle is
shallower than 45°, a sound wave is likely to bounce off in
the direction away from the sensor, producing false results.
For objects like a cylinder or a cone, the angle between
the target’s surface and the direction of propagation of
pulses is always less than the critical angle (>25°) [14].
If an object is too small, there is a possibility that the
reflected wave would not be detectable by receivers. Also,
if the object that we want to measure the distance to is
made of a soft, cushioning material, sound waves could
be absorbed rather than reflected.
An example of a popular and versatile low-cost ultrasonic sensor is the HC-SR04. The sensor is comprised of
a transmitter and a receiver, capable of transmitting and
receiving 40 kHz signals, respectively. 10 µs pulse is used
to start the ranging. The transmitter will then send out an
eight cycle burst at 40 kHz. Once the transmitter has sent
out the pulses, the value of the Echo output will be set to
High, as seen in Figure 2. The output will stay High, until
the receiver detects the reflected pulse, at which point the
output will transition to Low level. An embedded processor
can measure the length of the Echo output pulse and use
Equation 1 to calculate the distance.

III. U LTRASONIC D ISTANCE M EASUREMENT
Ultrasonic sensors use the time-of-flight approach to
measure the distance to remote objects. As opposed to IR
sensors, ultrasonic sensors do not depend on the smoothness and color of the objects’ surface. A transmitter emits
ultrasonic waves, while a receiver detects reflections from
the objects (Fig. 1). The distance can then be calculated
as:
t
d=v· ,
2
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(1)

Fig. 2: HC-SR04 timing diagram
IV. E MBEDDED P ROCESSING
Embedded systems are required to control ultrasonic
sensors and calculate distances, based on the sensors’
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output. There are many possibilities and the exact choice
is usually made such that the simplest and lowest cost
system that still satisfies all of the current requirements,
as well as the expected future ones, is selected. The cost
must include not only the price of the hardware but also
development and maintenance costs.
One of the simplest solutions is to use boards based on
the low-cost ESP family of system-on-a-chip microcontrollers. The ESP microcontrollers have integrated Wi-Fi
and Bluetooth support and they feature low power usage.
In environments with Wi-Fi coverage, small ESP boards,
such as the NodeMCU (Fig. 3) contain everything required
to control an ultrasonic sensor and send measurement
data to a central location. NodeMCU firmware uses Lua
programming language, but programming can also be done
in MycroPython, Arduino programming language, and
C++. ESP microcontrollers are limited in terms of the
number of GPIO pins and program and data memory,
meaning that their application is somewhat limited to
simple systems.

RAM. Usually, a Linux-based operating system is used.
The module is completely self-sufficient, meaning that
it can also be debugged on-site, without the need for
another computer. It has a high processing power so it
is suitable even for some machine learning applications.
Linux support means that a suite of mature utilities and
development tools are available. However, one must also
be aware of the disadvantages of operating system usage,
such as more difficult real-time processing and possible
stability issues. Also, embedded systems based on such
powerful processors consume much more energy than
previously mentioned solutions and are, therefore, mostly
not applicable to battery-operated environments.

Fig. 5: Raspberry Pi Compute Module 4

Fig. 3: NodeMcu – ESP microcontroller based board
Often seen approach for implementation of more complex systems is a combination of a microcontroller used for
processing tasks and an ESP board used for Wi-Fi communication. AVR (Fig. 4) and PIC series of microcontrollers
are commonly used. They come in many different packages, allowing for tailoring the microcontroller’s features
to specific target requirements. Devices with a large number of GPIO pins can be used to control multiple sensors,
not only ultrasonic but also any other type. Combined with
the larger program and/or data memories, such systems can
be programmed to handle most of the applications. C and
C++ are most often used in development.

Fig. 4: ATmega328 on Arduino Pro Mini
For the most complex tasks, single board computers
can be used. A typical representative is the Raspberry Pi
Compute Module 4 (Fig. 5). It features a 64-bit ARM
quad-core system on a chip processor with up to 8GB of
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The discussed solutions are best for making custom
solutions because of their versatility, however, there are
also complete off-the-shelf IoT products that are mature
and sufficient in many everyday usages. Such devices are
more expensive and not very customizable, although they
tend to be reliable and come with a warranty.
V. U LTRASONIC S ENSORS IN S MART C ITIES
Ultrasonic sensors are used in a variety of smart city
applications. A sample smart city system structure is
shown in Fig. 6. In such applications, ultrasonic sensors
can be used only for monitoring but also for system
control. An embedded processor collects data from sensors
and sends the data over the Internet to a smart city control
center. Standard technologies for connecting to Internet are
Wi-Fi, Ethernet, and mobile network connections. Once all
the data reaches the control center, a control software, or
human operators, can perform management and control
actions. Also, the data can be used to visualize states of
controlled objects, raise alarms or share gathered data with
the public.
Waste collection is a common problem in urban and
suburban settings. Decreasing collection frequency can
quickly cause waste bins to overflow and waste heaps to
grow around them while collecting too often can raise
costs substantially. One solution is to replace standard
bins with smart bins (Fig. 7), that use ultrasonic sensors
to estimate waste fill percentage. The basic approach is
discussed in, for instance, [15]. The authors are motivated by environmental challenges associated with waste
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similarity in two frequencies created by cars passing
by the sensor. The proposed algorithm improves vehicle
detection, such that the error rate is about 10%, which
makes the system applicable for road condition monitoring
and traffic management in smart city environments. For
this purpose, a long-distance and weather resistant, IP67
rated sensor is required, such as MaxSonar MB 73xx series
sensors.

Fig. 6: Smart City System Structure
generation and inadequate waste collection, transport, and
disposal. In a more advanced setting and the case of a full
deployment of smart bins, it would be also possible to
use gathered data to automatically plan a collection route.
The routes can be forwarded to garbage truck drivers and
optimal collection can be achieved. Also, by identifying
bins using RFID or QR codes, a full statistical analysis
of the collection process can be performed continuously.
Waste bins are often placed in the open and are exposed
to elements like sun and rain, which, along with the waste
itself, result in an inhospitable environment for electronic
components. A waterproof sensor like the JSN-SR04T or
the MB-7137 TrashSonar (that allows for the creation of
an IP67 rated sensor) can provide a reliable operation in
such conditions.

Fig. 8: Vehicle detection
Ultrasonic sensors can also help in parking garages
efficiency. In open space parking lots, it is possible to
use a camera to record the lot from an elevated position.
The stream can be fed to artificial intelligence systems
that detect free and occupied spaces. In parking garages,
low ceilings and structural objects make the approach
unpractical. Another solution could be the use of magnetometers and inductive loop sensors that are usually
installed beneath the lot surface, mitigating the effect of atmospheric influences. Even though the approach is robust,
it is expensive to install and maintain on a larger scale,
especially if the sensors are installed after the construction
of the parking lot was already done. Ultrasonic sensors are
a viable solution for this application. To shorten the time
drivers spend on finding vacant parking spots, ultrasonic
systems can be used to detect the spots and signal their
location to drivers (Fig. 9). Also, a simple control system
can be developed that uses traffic lights like signaling to
navigate drivers to vacant spots in the shortest amount
of time. Because of a relatively protected environment, a
simple HC-SR04 can be used in closed garages.

Fig. 7: Waste bin ultrasonic sensor placement
Heavy traffic is one of the top problems in cities. Knowing the number of vehicles that enter certain city parts, as
well as their respective distribution over the course of a
day, can help plan traffic management. Roadside vehicle
counter (Fig. 8) based on an ultrasonic sensor was tested in
[6]. The authors argue that a simple distance measurement
approach does not yield satisfactory results, as there are
too many false readings. However, they propose a solution
that uses normalized cross-correlation to determine the
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Fig. 9: Vacant parking spots detection
Tracking the number of people in a room or a building
can be useful for many purposes. For instance, to control room temperature, to alert if the number of people
exceeds the safety maximum, to track usage of facilities
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or amenities, etc. For this purpose, Carvalho et al. [8]
tested both, motion and ultrasonic sensors. It was shown
that ultrasonic sensors performed much better. Also, the
system’s performance was excellent in cases where it is
physically possible for only a single person to enter or
exit at a time, as seen in Figure 10. Problems can arise
when multiple persons pass below the sensor because the
sensor cannot distinguish how many people are passing
by. In such cases, a camera connected to a neural network
for human detection is, although much more complex, a
significantly better and more reliable solution.

Fig. 10: Person counter
There are also other possible applications, but we focused on the most mature and most widely applicable
examples. Ultrasonic sensors can be very useful in simple
and discrete deployments, however, their full potential in
smart city environments can only be unleashed in an IoT
setup in which all the data is fed to a central location
for storage and processing. The data can then be used
for many automated (or manual) management, control,
analysis, and reporting tasks.
VI. C HALLENGES
There are many challenges to the production deployment of smart city services supported by ultrasonic sensors. Generally, we can categorize them into three groups:
reliability, cost, and infrastructure challenges.
Developing a proof-of-concept system is sometimes not
too demanding, but having the production systems work
reliably in harsh environments and changing conditions
is much harder to achieve. The systems need to be
robust and long-lasting. For outdoor deployment, a wide
temperature operating range may be needed, as devices
in direct sunlight can get very hot. Also, in colder areas,
winter times can bring extremely low temperatures. The
systems should be water and shock-resistant and, for
some applications, vandalism is also a factor to consider.
If devices are battery-operated, a thoughtful power consumption optimization and usage of low-power wide-area
networks (LPWAN) are necessary to achieve long battery
life.
When it comes to cost, there are development, deployment, and maintenance costs. Depending on a specific
application’s requirements it may be necessary to develop
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in full, or only partially, both hardware and software. Even
if ready-made solutions are available for purchase, there
are costs of integrating the solutions with existing smart
city ICT infrastructure. Large-scale deployments can be
costly when hardware units cost and field expert mandays are considered. Finally, maintenance is of the utmost
importance to achieve longer-term operating efficiency.
The maintenance can include bug fixes and new features
introductions to both software and hardware components,
battery replacement, faulty device replacement, new devices installations, testing procedures, field device inspections, device repair, etc. Many of the tasks are typically
outsourced, especially the ones concerning development
and initial deployment. However, in-house IT experts are
also needed to deal with many maintenance tasks, solve
day-to-day operating challenges and improve efficiency
and response times.
Infrastructure challenges concern smart devices communication and ICT infrastructure security. To communicate
with smart city control centers, a network connection is
needed. It can be a regular Wi-Fi, wired or mobile connection, or one of the low speed and low power solutions,
such as LoRaWAN, NB-IoT, or Sigfox. For data storing
and processing, smart cities typically utilize cloud servers.
Since the data can be used not only for monitoring but
also for services and facilities control, to avoid potentially
serious consequences of any security breaches or denial
of service attacks, a special consideration is required to
address security challenges that arise from such setups
[16].
VII. C ONCLUSION
Ultrasonic sensors are, mostly, cheap and rather simple
sensors that are used for distance measurement by calculating the time-of-flight of ultrasonic waves. Regardless
of their simplicity, they can be used in a variety of
single sensor deployments as well as in complex setups of
many sensors used in different locations and for various
purposes, such as in smart city environments. We briefly
discussed some of the applications, like the ones helping
traffic management, waste collection, or building management. The sensors also need an embedded processor for
control, data processing, and communication. Depending
on the target’s requirements, we presented some common
solutions, differing in processing power, energy usage, and
cost. Many systems and processes within cities can be
optimized with the help of an IoT network of ultrasonic
(and other) sensors. This can result in cost reduction,
improved services efficiency, and increased citizens’ satisfaction. Although there are challenges to large-scale
deployments, it is to be expected that ultrasonic sensors
will play important roles in IoT oriented world for a long
time and that their usage will become a standard in many
applications.
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